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OHAP.fBR I 
i'HE NATURE AND PURPOSE OJ- ~HE PROBLEM 
OHAPlER I 
'l'HE NATURE ArlD PURPOSE OF THE PROBLEM 
Tb1s study is concerned w1tll children• s imagery~ For this 
purpose imagery 1s def1ne4 as the mental pictures children re-
port as a result of ex.POsure to certain, selected, st1mul1 
sentences. 
The problem 1s threefolds 
l'll ~o analyze the nature of imagery 1n ch1ld.ren 
at the third grade level. 
2. To 41scover its relationship to other measures 
o'f 1nd1 vidual diffex-e:nces. 
3- To determine whether detailed questioning co~ 
eern1ng the 1mage affects response. 
The imagery measure ( see AppendiX A) to be used 1n thls 
• 
experiment 1s a result ot the work done by Carlton M. S.tngleton .• · 
The measure assumes that 1tnage17 exists and that, given help, 
Cb.Udren can describe their images sutfic1entls so that they 
can be ranked on an imagery scale. The help g1 ven 1nvol ves the 
use of a check list by which children oheok •hat they see rather 
than verbalize or wr1te tbe deseF1pt1on. 
lcarlton H .. Singleton. "Development ot a Measure ot 
Image~.n Incomplete Dissertation, Boston Un1versit7. 
1 
For the purpose or this stu~, the testing Will be done 
1nd1Vidu.ally and each cb1ld1 s oral respo.nses will be recorded 
on the Check list by the examiner. 
The cneck_llst measure 1s composed or two forms, A and B, 
consisting of ten parallel sentences and hav1ng lead questions 
to ald the child in &ivtng a complete report of his mental 
1matsery * ~be instrument was designed. to measure 'otaA 1ma&§ZW 
as well as v isaa;& .iJI!Herx. It was also des1gnec1 to measure 
scope, clarity, constanc9, an4 memory versus creative 1W8bery; 
1:'be sentences under Form A are to be presented to evoke 
tree response only; tne sentences under Form B are to be 
followed by lead questions found 1n the check list. This 
variation 1n tne testing technique, it was hoped, would deter-
mlt'le wilether or not lead questions affected the response to 
the stimuli sentences* 
A secondara concern of this stuQ¥ 1s to determine tne re-
liability of the eneck l1st tape response.. Comparisons between 
the two tests Will be made and a percentage of forecasting 
efflc1enc7 established.. A split nalt correlation within each 
test will be made and a correlation reported~ 
Results from the Kuhlma~Anderson Intelligence Test and · 
tlle Metropolitan Achievement !rest, Blernentary Battery, Form R 
-~ will be studied and relationships between imagery an~ other 
~ 
measures of individual differences determined. 
Tnis study plans to answer the following questions: 
2 
l~ Does detailed questioning stimulate response 1n 
testing cnUdren•s. imagery? 
2... How reliable 1s an imagery check list at the third 
grade level? 
J., What dl~rerences exist 1n amo~~t of imagery 1n 
eh1ldren at the third grade level? 
~. To what extent is imagery at the tn!rd grade level 
like imagery at the adult level? 
. 
s. What are the relat1onsn1ps between imagery and 
certain other measures of 1nd1v1dual differences 
· 1nclud1ng: 
a.. Mental Age 
b. Reading Comprehension 
c. Reading Vocabulary 
d. Language 
e. Spelling 
6~ ·1s imagery in children largely imaginative or 
assoc1at1onal"l 
? • What per cent or children's imagery .ts constant"' 
8.. To what extent are the experiences 1n the st 1mul1 
sentences common to tile children in this study? 
9. How does sex affect the amount ot imagery 1n 
cn1ldren'l · 
3 
CHAP'l'ER XI 
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT 
CHAP'fER II 
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT 
Tn1s chapter w1ll be a d1scuss1on of the plan of the ex-
periment for testing third gra4e children's 1magery by use or 
st1mul1 sentences. 
An oral form of 1nterv1ew was used to teet degree of 
imagery as 1t was felt that individual differences 1n reading 
ability would effect tne results ot the test. The 1nterv1ew1ng 
had to be 1nd1v1dual and was· done in a quiet room where the 
children came in turn to respond to one stimulus sentence each 
daj• for twenty days, 
Tne sentences we~e printed on flasn cards so that the 
child eould follow the sentence visually as it wee read aloud 
by tile examiner. 
In order to approx1mste an answer to question one 1n 
Chapter I, the·ten sentences under Porm A were presented to 
evoke tree response only. The ten sentences tm.der Form B were 
followed by lead questions fo\L~d in tne check list~ 
The two forms were rotated. Half the cMldren were given 
the first sentence of Form A; the othe~ nalf, the first sentence 
of Form B.. 'l'.bis method or .rotation was continued throughout 
t.ne experimentf! 
II 
A simple test was constructed to detenntne the cll1ld's 
experience relative to the stimuli sentences. SuCh questions 
were asked aet 
D1d you ever see a bowl of potato cbips on a table? 
Have you ever smelled fresh-baked bread or rolls? 
The complete teet may be found 1n Appendix B. 
A letter was composed and hectograph copies sent home to 
gatn permission from the parents to run the experiment. see 
Appendix c. 
The following data was procured from school records: 
1. CbronologS.cs.l Age 
2. Mental Age (Kuhlmann-Andes-son Intelligence Test) 
3. Read1ng A,ge ) ) 
4. La~uage Age ) Metropolitan Aoblevement ~est, 
l Ja.ementary Battery, Form R 
s.,, Spelling Age ) 
Procedure 
Prior to the actual testing, the examlner v1e1ted. the 
on1ldren to establish rapport and to solicit their help 1n 
carrying out the expef'iment _, Tbe nature o-r the test was ex-
plained carefully and a d.1scuss1on of imagery ensued. The 
concept of visual 1mageri was established as word. pictures •. 
lt was understood that when read1ng or hearing words, some 
people saw pictures 1n the1r minds Just as 1f they were looking 
at them 1n books or magazines. lt was pointed out that people 
differ 1n the pictures they see.. To some the pictures may be 
very clear; to otbers, tbey llla1 be d1m or blurred as real 
pictures are when looked at through squinted •yes or dark 
glasses. It someone saw no picture at all, he should not 
hesitate to say so as one of the purposes of the study was to 
f1n4 out how many people saw pictures and how many did not~ 
Other k1:nds of imagery were explained rel~t1ve to words 
that cause us to near sounda, smell something, taste or feel· 
things. Practice was given using such words as tire engine, 
Whistle, ·a1rplane, rlowers, coffee, smoke, p1ckles, 1ce cream, 
apple, stretch, run, sk1p. 
lt was stressed that no one could make a mistake because 
what anyone saw, heard, tasted., smelled or felt was r1t.;ht for 
him. lf'someone 414 not see, hear, taste, smell or feel any-
thing, that was r1ght, too. 
The following practice sentence was useda The boz £1m 
after the ball. lt was suggested tnat the children might see 
more 1f thea closed tbe1r eyes and shut out all the pictures 
1n the room. ~bese questions were asked: 
1. How man, of $OU saw a picture? 
· 2. What d.1d the boy look like? 
J. What was rte wearing? 
~~ How old was ne1 
5~ What k1nd.ot ball did he run after? 
6. Where was be playlng? 
7• What else did you 3ee in the picture? 
8. Did you hear, taste, smell or feel anrtn1ng? 
7. 
The following responses 1nd1cate the varying degrees of 
1magery: 
8 1· saw a boy twelve years old wear1ng dunsarees and 
a football helmet running down the street atter a 
football. He looked mad because he missed the ball. 
A black and white dOg was barking and runntng after 
the boy.n 
11 1 saw a smal.l boy in blue overalls running into the 
street atter·hie rubber ball. A black car had to 
Jam on its brakes to keep from hitting the boy .. n 
"1 saw a little boy in bathtn~ trunks running into 
the. water trying to catch hls beach ball before tne 
waves carr1ed 1t otf. 0 
"l saw a boy abOut ~1ve years old running after a 
rubber ball" He had a dlrty face .. n 
n l saw a bo7 w1th blond hair chasing a big, red ball. n 
"MY picture did not stay long enough Eor me to tell 
about it." 
A discussion was held pointing out the s1m11ar1t1es and 
differences ot t}le various responses. 
The actual testlng followed.. An oral form of 1nterv1ew 
was used as explained earlier 1n th1s chapter. 
ln order to eliminate var1ables,.the following introduc-
tions to all sentences were kept constant. 
Form A 
"After l read a sentence to you, will _you please tell me 
everyth1n~ that you see; tell me about the color, the size, the 
kind. Trt to tell ~e 1f you ~ear, smell, taste or feel anytn1 
too. Mak~ me see everything that you see, If you see nothing, 
do not hesitate to say so~" 
8 
Porm,l 
0 lf you see a picture after I read tb1s sentence to you, 
I W1ll ask you ~est1ons about you~ picture. If you see nothi 
do not hesitate to say so4" 
After the sentences in Form A wer$ read orally to the 
child, nls responses were noted by the examiner and later 
applied to the oheok l1stq Any response not applicable to the 
check l.1st was written 1n and credit given~ ~file following· 
questio~s on the check list were alw&Js asked 1n order to deter-
mine a measure ot claritY', scope, memory, constancy and imagery 
otner than vtsu.al .. 
iQ&mJ?le 
1. D1d you see a picture? 
a. 1n your picture do you see: Just the bowl; 
Tbe bowl and a table; A whole picture w1tb a 
bowl and a table 1n it? . . 
6~ Is the bowl that you see a bowl that you know? 
9 .. Is the place tnat you see·a place that you. 
know? 
l.O. Was 80\lr picture J Clear; Cle·ar 1n. parts and 
blurz-ed in others; Blurr-ed"l 
ll. Did you feel as though you were: Touching 
an.vtning; Smelling an,rth1ng; H~ar1ng anytn1ng; 
Tasting anything? 
12. Is your picture now the same picture you saw 
at first? 
. 
After the questions 1n Form B weve read orally to the child, 
he q~stions throughout the check llat we~ asked and the 
nswers recorded. 
9 
Tnis 1nd1v1dual testing technique took approximately 60 
hours to complete" All crul4ren seemecl to enjoy the experiment 
e and cooperated tiuorouably with the examiner. 
l!onuJ.at1on 
~ne subjects used 1n the experiment were thirty boys and 
girls Qf one third grade classroom 1n Newton, Massachusetts. 
They were from an average soc1o-econom1c group. The chrono-
logical ages ranged from seven years. ten months to nine years .... 
'rhe mental ages ra:nged from seven· years, ten months to nine 
years, eight months. 
10 
~" 
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TABLE I 
DIS!rRIBtiPlON ACCORDING TO SEX AND CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OP THE 
THIRTX PUPILS 1.N THIS S'rUDI 
- ·- . 
no .. ?-10 7-ll s-o 8-2 8-3 8-4 a-s 8-6 8-? 8-8 8-9 8-10 
01rls 12 3 1 
Boys 16 ' 2 
-
--
Mean C.A.: Girls 8-3 
Boys 8·6 
2 
2 l 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 l 1 ~ l l 
TABLE II 
DIS1'iiBI11'ION ACCORDING TO SEX AND MEN'I'AL AGES· OF THE 
. 'l'Hllift. PUPILS lN-- f!US S'fUDI · -
-- ·- -- -
Bo .. 7-lo· 
Girls 12 1 
Boys 18 
Mean M.A.:. G1rle 8-5 
Boys 8-6 
~-0 
l 
f!-1 ~-2 8-3 ~-4 
2 1 
1 3 l '. 
- --
a-s 8-7 6-8 8-9 8-10 8-11 9-0 
1 1 2 l 
1 .l 2 2 'l 1 1 
2 
9-l 
1 
.3 
-
9-2 
1 
-
9-S 
J.. 
9-10 
l 
-
9-8 
1 
f-1 
f-1 
·.e 
l!etilog. .9! .soo~1y 
Check 11st booklets 10r FOrm A and Form B were used. 
There were.two booklets tor each child. (See Append1x.F.) 
ln each 1nstanoe, the first question asked whether or not 
e picture was seen. The second quest1on was designed to measure 
the scope of the p1cture seen, t.e~ "ln your picture do you see: 
Just a bowl; The bowl on a table or sbelt; A whole p1cture with 
a bowl 1n 1t?n 
Tbe questions mak1ng up the bulk of the check list had to 
do w!th v1suel imager3 attempting to determine placement, 
meter1al, s1ze, snape, color, content and other obJects 1n the 
p1cture. There were also questions to determine memory, 
clarity, 1megera other- tb.ml v1sua.l and constancy" 
As has been explained, the ~uest1ons on scope, clarity, 
wager¥ other than visual ana. constancy- were asked 1n both 
Form 1:. and Form BjJ ln Form A, the visual 1magery was deter-
mined tbJ:'OUij;b free responses. •Tell me a bout your picture." 
ln Form B, tile questions on the check list l<~ere asked exac~ly 
as printed. a..~a responses checked on the check list. 'l'.b1s 
vax•1at1on in tile testing technique we.s to determine whether or 
not lead questions effected response to stimuli sentences~ 
In the actual scor1n(£., the questions on scope and olar1ty 
~ were scored O, 1, 2. One point was B!Ven for each klnd of 
1me~ery othezo tha:-:1 v 1swal. A tabulat1on was made ot the number 
of memory and creative ptcturee; also the number of constant 
12 
and chang1~ pictures. 
ln scoring v1sual imagery, one po1nt was given for each 
check. ln evaluating words written tn,·one point was·g1ven 
for every obJect, ad3ect1ve and verbal or prepositional phrase 
tl1at t1as deser1pt1ye, 
Example ot free responsea 
Sentence 8 - Form A 
!'.W! etarcien WaS filled With. £e,d ro.sgs~ 
0
-I'ell me everything about your picture •. u 
l 2' 4 56 1 8 
Beautiful big garden; dark red roses with areen leaves, 
.9 10 11 12 
standi~. straight. A girl was picking the flowers. Her mother 
13 14 15 
was on the other side of the gate bending down. The girl had 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
brown h.e1r and blue eyes. She wore a p1nk dress, white socks 
24 25 26 2'1 28 29 
end brown shoes. Mother bad .brown hair. She \<Dre a red dress 
)0 . 31 32 33 34 35 36 
and a blue apron. White cottage w1th red shutters near the 
39 40 
Trees al.ong the 
3? :38 
gerden; a gravel path lead to tile cottage. 
41 42 4.3 44 45 
path, a blue Ford 111 t~e yard, someone getting out or car. It 
46 47 
~ was at noon on a summer day. 
Total score of 4? was.d1vided by lO·in order to be computed 
w1tb other 1ma&ery scores: ~.?. 
1.3 
; 
' 
Example of response to check list questions: 
sentence 8 - Form B 
Ans. 
Ques. 
Ans. 
Q.ues. 
w,-ues .. 
"',u.es. 
Ans. 
Qu.es .. 
Ans. 
The tMld ,...,,~ fl!l.l; ,or a¥r,ale 11o1ets. 
Where 1s your picture? 
1 
ln. the countey-. 
Describe the violets tnat you saw~ 
2 3 4 5. 6 ? 
Many, purple blossoms looked like little faces. 
What time of year 1s it? 
8 
Spring. 
What t1me of daJ is 1t7 
9 
Afternoon .. 
What else d1d you see in your picture? 
10 11 12 13 . 14 
Grass, trees, cb1ldren p1ok1Dg flowers tor Easter. 
15 16 17 18 19 20 
Stm sh1n1ng, dog runni!Jg after a tiger cat. 
khat colors did you see in your picture? 
21 22 23 24 25 
Green grass and trees, blue slq, yellow sun, orange eat,. 26 . 
honey colo:r dog .... 
Total score 26 or 2~6. 
An lmage~y Reoordlng Sheet was used tor totalling ·the 
scores of each pupil. (See Appendix IJ.,) 
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CMAP.l!IR III 
DJmORIPl ION AND ANALXSlS OF DA'l.A 
CHAPTER lli 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data was analyaed to determine: 
1. U detailed questioning stimulated response 1n testing 
· ch114a-en•s 1magery. 
2.- Tne rel1ab1lit1 of en imagery eheok list at the third grade 
level. 
3· The difference 1ll amount of imagery 1n ol11ldren at the 
third grade level. 
4.- To w.n.at extent imagery at the third grade level 1s like 
1mager1 at the adult level. 
S. 'I'be relat.1ons.b.1.ps between imaaera and oe~a1n other measures 
ot 1n41V14ual differences .. 
6.- If 1m&ge1'3 1n children 1s largel1 1maglnat 1ve or assoc1a-
t1onal.. 
? • What per cent of cb1ldren1 s 1mager7 is constant. 
8. .tt sex affects the amount or 1mageey 1n ch1ld:'en .. 
9 e To whe.t extent the experiences 1n the stimuli sentences 
were common to the children in this study,.. 
ln st1.ldl'1nft; the results of tb1e experiment, a cr1t1cal 
ratio cf a.;a or better was considered s1gn1f1oanttt W1th a. 
or1t1oal ratio of a • .ss, the chances are ninety-nine to one ot a 
true difference •. 
1 t:; 
A Rester Date Sheet tabulatl.rlg aU the t1e;ures tor oon-
s1derat1on 1n th1s study ma1 be found 1n Appendix Bi> 
Table lll shows the correlation between the two forms of 
the measure used .t.n this study to analy~e the imagery of tb1rty 
tb1rd grade pup1lSa 
16 
17 
TABLE III 
CORRELA~ION B~JEEN PO~t"A AlB) FORM B 
·e 
? 14 21 28 35 42 49 .5? 63 10 ?1 84 
lg~ 1 
98 
91 2 
6_4. l 
7'1 1 1 1 
- 2 70 •· 
63 1 1 1 
56 1 
49 1 1 1 
42 1 l 
"lS 1 1 1 
28 
.21 1 ·1 
14 1 l 1 ' 
0.7 3 1 
•= li81 N = )0 
Table lLI shows a correlation between the imagery scores 
of the two forms ot tne test used in tn1s study to measure the 
imagery of thirty th:lrd ~a de ehila»e.n. The poe1t1 vc correla-
tion of .. 81 indicates that the two tests a.~o measuring rela-
tively the·same function even thougb they were 61Ven 1n 
different fashions. 
S1nce the two :rorms 1ntercorrelateu bf .81• the results 
were combined 1n hopes of getting a truer score. Por comparing 
data 1n ttlf.l remainder or tbis study• a total 1m.age~y score w.Ul 
' ' ~ ' ' : ' 
be used. 
'!'able ;tV ~hows· a comparison of Form A and Form B of the 
' . . 
measure used in tMe st,.ady_ ... 
TABLE IV 
COZ.aPARISOi'LOF 'l'WO. FORf-lS OF ~HE SAtiE 'I'BST 
No .• l•Jean . S .. D. S.;E.m Diff. S.E .. d c~a. 
.Form A 30 49o53 . 30'.66 5-67' 
49-3 26<~?2 
· .• 23 . ?(151 .. o, 
Form .8 30 4-93 
·The mean score for Form A te· 49 .. 53 as compared w.1t11 a mean 
score of 49.3 toza Form :a. The difference between th.e means .1s 
' ; 
• 23 1n fevor ot Form· A which was edm1n1atered ueing the tree 
response toehn.t.que., The critical ratio is -03 whlch shows tilat 
the two ~eats are almost exactly alike~ 
18 
In order to determ1ne further the reliability or the check 
list, a split halt correlation was secured for each form of 
e the test. In Form A total scores for sentences 1, 2, 4; 7 • lO 
were compared with the total scores of sentences ) 1 s. 6, 8, 9· 
A mean and standard deviation were secured. The same was done 
with Form .B. fwo seattett>grams were made and the following 
correlation coeffieients obtained~ 
Form Ao;,__--::r = .6147 
Form B r = .7809 
The Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula was used to correct 
for attenuation and the estimated reliability coeff1o1e~ts thus 
obtained werea 
Form A ___ .r • • 761 
FoX'm B ~ ;; • 877 
~hese re$Ults would seem to indicate that the check list 
used in this experiment was a fairlf reliable instrument. 
19 
r 20 
Table V snows the d1str1but1on or Po~m A 1mager7 scores 
of the th1rty pup1le 1n thls stUdJ,. 
e 
TABLE V 
.. 
Dlfta.tatl.flON OF J'OM A IMAGBRX SCORES 
QF ~HE TH.D\TX PUPILS IN . 'lUIS S!t'Wi 
Score 
99 ... 105 l 
92•98 2 
85-91 1 
?8-84 2 
. ?1•?7 l ' 
64-?0 3 ; 
.S?..-6' 1 50-56 
' 
i 
-43-49 1 ; 
36-~2 : ., ~ ' .. 29 .... 35 1 r 0 oF 
22-26 : 1. 
' 
15•21. 1· 
. 8-14. 3: 
0.7 ' 4: ... . . 
. . , . ' 
.. 
. ., . 
. . ' 
0£!!\t 
.12.:.. Mean §•Dt Rans~ 
I 
lli 30 49.53 30.66 100.6 
e 
-. 
Table VI shows the d1strl'bl.tt1on ot .Form· ·-a .t.magery scores 
of tbe thlrty pupils 1D th1s stuq. 
'l'ABLE VI 
DlS'lJ:tDUflOI QJ' »''BM B IMAGERX SCORES 
OP THE WM.Ia'PX PUPILS IN i'HlS STUD% 
Score 
Grade .19.~ .!!Hn 
Ill 30 49~t3 . 
0 
.. 0 
. -
.If, 
l 
3 
2 
2 
3 
' 
' 2 1 
2 
0 
4 
-&»· 
a6~?a 
1M I! 
90•3 
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Table Vll shows the d1str1bu.t1on of th~ total imagery 
scoz-es of t.tle th1rt7 pup.tls in the study. 
- ~ABLE VII 
I>lS!rRIBt.fllON OJ' 'lOTAL IMAGER% SCORES 
OF THE 'l'H.IR1'X PUPlLS .IN THIS STUDX 
Score 
182-195 1 
168·181 
' 154.167 2 140..153 3 126-139 1 
U2•125 2 
98•111 4 
84-91 2 70·83 2 
56--69 1 ., 
42•55 q, ; aa .. ~tl 0 
1~27 ' 2 
0.13. 3 
'' 
Al'ftfl!! J!e· Mean J.::R, ·B.~s~ 
Ill 30 98.58 55-38 . 189.2 
. ' 
-
.. 
. 
e _\. 
•'' 
'rhe range of scores shown in Tables v, VI, and VII 1nd1-
cates that a widespread d1tferenoe existed 1n the amount of 
imagery reported. b; the children 1n thls study. There was re-
markable un1:torm1ty between the two teste. The chUdren who 
scored .b1&n 1n Form A, scored high 1n Form B. 'Phese children 
appeared to the examiner to be well adJusted, secure 1nd1v1dual~ 
with 800d experiential backgrounds. They thoroughly enJoyed 
the opportunity that this testing situation gave tor self-
expression~ They could recall detail whether 1mag1nat1ve or 
assoclat1onal and needed l1ttle stimulus to talk glibly and at 
length. 
ln several cases, the cn1ld.J~en who scored low in 1mager1 
were yo~er ciu'onolos1oa1ly. T.b.ey seemed to be sh7, 1nseoUN 
and ill at ease 1n a new situation. OnlJ one cb1ld saw no 
pictures throUghout the entire testing period. She may not 
nave understood the procedure or may have feared ta1lure. 
However, to the exemtneza she seemed po1sed and as 1f making a 
real effort without results. 
Table V.III shOws a comparison ot" imagery at the tb1rd 
grade, eighth grade, and adult levels" 
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Adults 
Eigbth GJ~ade 
!i.!h1l-d Grade 
TABLE V.t•i 
COMPARISOJ!f OF lMAGBRX Nf THDW GRADE, 
EIGUH ORADB 1 AND AlllJI:Ii LEVELS 
No. Mean s.u~ S .. E~m S.E .. 4 . 
84 ,,.u 13.-65 i.lt8 
2·.53 50 46.24 1"'-'' a.os 
lO .• 49.3 26.?2- 4.9~ 
5·3 
D1tt. · OSi. 
?,.13 2.81 
,3.06 .sa 
'l!able VIU snows a ntean eoore .for tbe adults or 39.11 as 
compared w1th a mean of 46.24 f'ol.' the eighth gracle. The .d1f-
rerenee between the means 1e ?·13 1n favor of the &1Gbth grade. 
~be or1tloal ratio ot 2.81 1n41cates that tb1s 1s a true dif-
terence. 
~he 41ffe~enoe between the tht~d grade and the e1ghth gradE 
1s 4.93 1n tavor of the Chir4 grade. The o~t1cal rat1c or .sa 
shows that 1Uiwe 1s lltUe dlftet-enoe between the x-esults of the 
two teats. 
level with 1mageJ7 at the adult level.., 
Adults 
TbJ.rd Graue 
'fABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF IHAOERX AT ~lRD GRADS LEVEL 
WaH XMAODX A'J1 THE ADUl'Jr LEVEL 
No. Mean s,n .. s.Etm s.u.4 D1fft · 
84o 39..-ll 13.65 1.48 
-4.93 
,S,l 10.19 
10 49~~:3 26.?2 
,; 
.. ,. ... 
o.a" 
a,o 
. 24. 
·.j-,;'. •.· ·. ···'· .. 
'=======9F=====================================================~====== 
.:.. -~-
" . · .. 
Table lX snows a mean score for the adults of 39.11 as 
compared w1tn a mean ot 49,3 tor the thud grade. 'l'he d1f-
ference between the UletimS of 10.19 ctoee not reach s1sn1f1eance 
at the l per cent leve1 set for this study. However-, the 
d1tlferenoe is e1plt1cant at the 5 per cent level .. 
. . 
~he figures tor a.clu.lts and eighth grade 1n ~a'bles VIII 
and IX are the results , of'. Singleton's stua, .1 
Table X showa a co~le.t1on between 1megeey seorEts end 
mental ages .. 
e ""icarltOn M. S1ne;leto:n. •DevelOPtllent of a Measwe Of 
lmagei'J'. tt Incomplete D1sse:rtat1on, BostQn Un1~er:a1t7o 
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TABLE X 
CO~ION ~WBEW D1AOI&RX SC011iS IU'ID-l,1E!II"AL AGES 
e ' ~ ~I 99 J.Ol ·103 ·~~ 10?. i~ ill 113 l.lS lt~ 98 100' 102 10 106- 10 112 lllt 11! 
fi~ . ' 1 ' 
181 I l 1 .. ·l 
.. 
168 • 
~~I l 1 1 ... . -
lSJ .. 
140 l 1 1 ' 
~~- --, · . 1 . 
i tf~- 1 1 
J.ll 1 l 1 1 98 
--91 
~ 1 1 
~~ - . .. 1 1 
~~ l ' 
'~ 1 l a 41 .. 
28 
~~ l 1 
13 l 1 1 0 - . 
r= 9465 u = .30 
Table X snows a co.a-Nlat1on between 1megery scores oncl 
mental ages ... A !JOS1t1ve correlation of .48.; t1ae found11-
Acccr~ to Oarrett ,lt this correlat1on may be co:ns1dered to be 
-
s1gn1t1oantlt bette~ than 0 at ths 1 per cent level~ 
• ""' •tH_;nr7'" E. Garrett-. . ,S~~t;og ~ _ .fszctJmlog and Edttapt1oaa~~ 
Lol'lgUlall, Green, 194?... p ... 29 ·, able 9-. 
' 
'· 
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~eble XI Obows e correlation between 1magery scores ana 
languace scores. 
-
TABLE XI 
CO~TION' BEWWEEN Ii•1AGERX SCOflES AND LAIJGUAGE SCORii;S 
129 136 lli-J 1.50 lS? 16,. 171 178 ISS ~92 199 208 
122 130 1'17 144 1.51 158 165 172 179 186 19~ 200 
185 1 182 
181 1 1 l 168 
i~t 1 1 
1.53 l 1 1 140 
139 1 126 
12.5 1 1 112 ' 
lll l 2 1 98 
97 1 1 84 
83 
.20 1 1 
69 1 
..56 
ss 1 1 1 l 42 
··. 
l.j.l 
28 
27 l 1 14 
l.J 1 J. l 0 
r= ·363 N: 30 
Table Xl represents a correlat1on between total imagery 
-
scores end languQge scores •. A positive correlation of .363 was 
found. According to Gar:rett,l this correlation may be con-
1Ib1d .. 
s1dered to be sigaiflcantly better than 0 at the 5 per cent 
level. 
~able Xll snows a comparison between memory pictures E.lnd 
creative pictures. 
TABLE XII 
COitJPARlSOl:J OF ME&iORY: PICTURES WITH CREATIVE PlCTtlRES . 
No. llean s . .o. S.E.m D1tt. S.E,.d C .. R. 
Iiemory 30 13·2 56.55 10.52 
.4.74 
)2.3 11.5 2 .. 80 
Creative . 10 40 ... 9 25.55 
' i 
I 
; 
~be mean score tor memory pictures 1s ?3 .. 2 as compared 
t'J.i.tn a mean of 40,9 tor creative pictures. 'l'he d1ffere1lce 1n 
the means of 32·3 ~s 1n· favor of memory pictures. The critical 
ratio of 2.60 indicates e true dltference. 
The data in i'&ble Xll would Seem to indicate tllet imagery 
1n tlle caso of this studi is largely associational. 
Some typical memorv responses extracted from the tests are: 
Boy 1s nine a ears old - my age. 
Soy takes some bread - it.• s me. 
1 am tellinB you about my dining room. 
My friend and I were behind the bed. 
Mr. Peepers was on television. 
l was eomlng home from summer school. 
~~ brother an~ a ~lend of h1s were playing w1th 
tbe blockse 
--------~----------~----------------------~---------------
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l was describing my· home. 
A boy was runn1~ after me - we tJere playinc; tag. 
Three other boys and I went to the Kindergarten 
to put blocks away. 
lt was at Spruce Hill Camp~ 
At Grandmother's house 1n Verona, New Jersey. 
lt wes.on route 128~ 
lam clean1ng·up the room. 
It was at the X'oM.C.A. ewimmlng pool. 
It was. the swimming pool at the Country Club. 
It was my kitchen ~ the child was my cousin. 
Boy eating nuts 1s me, 
Looks like my dlntng room. 
K1to•len table w1 tu. bowl of chestnuts picKed from · 
my tree. 
One child associated almost every picture w1tb b1s summer 
11ome at the beaCh. He and members ot his fsm1ly were alwa3s 
present. 
Table XIII is a tabulation of the numbers and. scores of 
memory and creative pictureS~.· 
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TABLE XIII 
NWJBERS AilD SCORES OF tiBNORX A11D CR1SATlW PICJ!URBS 
No. Av.seore No. AV.SCOJ'E 
Hemory scores Per Creative Scores P Per 
Picture Picture 
Uirls 102 ?29·9 1.1s 35 16?.? 5·39 
' Boys 115 . 12J?.l 7·01 130 711.? s.4? 
Total.s 2"17 1967.0 _2.1.0 165 900.4 5.45 
~no tabulation above st1ows that memory pictures out-
numbored and out-scored creative pictures. In tlte total popu-
lation there were 6? per cent more memory pictures than creatiVE 
pictures~ The scores were 118 per cent greater for memory 
pictures.. Tbe average score p·er single picture 1s 7 .. 1 ror 
memory pictures and 5.45 tor creative pictures. 'l'lle score per 
s11)6le memory p1cture 1s 30 per cent higher than t~1e score per 
s1nt)le creative picture. Even though the creative pictures 
scoroQ lower 1n tmauery, they baa an expressive que.l!ty worth 
noting. 
Phrases from creative pictures: 
An old•fash1oned teacher using a gavel 
Dolls tea pat-ty, ... tiny rood on the plates 
Boy was balm1c1nB himself as if on a tight rope 
Ru!'l!li.nv; down dusty road with his Scottie dog 
Nuts made r~ces in the salt 
Olay ~usn1ne 1n x11s fingers 
Rtul.l11ng - late to birtllda,y party 
Little Cb1ld pulling tray of dishes orr dreL~boerd 
---------~-----------------
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lt would seem that imagery should be considered under two 
d1sttnct class1t1cat1ons: 1mag1nat1ve or Creative, and Memory 
r~ or Assoc1at1onal, w1th specific qualities applicable to each 
type10 
Table XIV allows the distribution of tile totai mental 
1mec;eey scores of the t.b1rt~ pupils 1n this study according to 
sex. 
Boys 
Girls 
'lABLE XlV 
DISTRIBWION OP TO'.fAL lMAOERY SCORES 
ACCOBDJ:NG 2!0 SEX 
Scores Boys Girls 
182-195 1 0 
168-181 2 1 154-16? 1 1 
140.1.53 l 0 
126-139 0 1 
112-125 1 1 
98-Ul .3 1 84-9? 2 0 
?0.83 2 0 
.56-69 l 0 
4.2-55 0 .,. 
28-41 0 0 
·1~2? 1 l 
. o-13 1 2 
lJo. Mean S.D •. Ran a 
-
18 111.2 ,SO.l2 · 184ot1 
12 76 •. ~ .51-.2 . 181 .. 2 
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Table XV shows a compar~son between the imagery score~ o~ 
the boys and the girls 1n thls study~ 
No. 
Boys 18 
Girls 12 
TABLE XV 
COiiPAHISOH OF '!'HE Mr;!ii'AL li•IAGERY SCCRES 
OF THE BOI"S &"'D GIRLS II~ THIS S~UDI 
£•lean S.D. s~lhm Ditf. £'> ..... 
-.a.t.•u 
.. 
111~2 . 50-12 12.2 
.. 34.9 19.5 
76 .. 4 . 51.2 15.4 
c.a. 
. 1.?9 
\'.!nile the boys scored nigher than the gJ.rl·s • the differ-
er1ce was not ~reet enough to rule out .t~1e poss1b111ty of cilance 
variations. In view of' the small llt.mlber of.caaes, this m~y 
~Jell .itave been e sampliDB error. 
~o determine tne percentage of constancy, the number o~ 
pictures reported constant was divided by the number of p1ctu:re~ 
seen. 8aeh child was asked, at tbe en~:~r eacn exercise, 1f' 
t~e picture he saw· at that point was the same as the picture he 
saw a.t first. If the cn1l<l reported 1es, t11e picture :.t'le.s 
celled constant. 
The Data Sheet (Sfl!le Appendix E) ehowsa h1gh percentage 
of constancy 1n the imagery p~ctures of the thirty .Pupi.le .1n 
t.b1s study,. The g1rls reponed 9~ per cent constancy' and the 
boys, 93 pe:r cent. Creative pictures were more apt to change 
than memory pictures"' It would seem tnat the factor of 
fam111ar1ty 1n memory pictures helped to hold them together and 
keep tnem constant-
---- --------------~-~~-~-~---------------
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Examples or change reported 1n creative pictures: 
nNow I can smell the bread. It 1s partly sliced. 
l see the ~1te used for slicing the bread." 
"Now 1 see more of the house." 
"~here 1s a h1gh•cha1r w1tb someone 1n 1t and a 
sw1llg1ng door. u 
0 1 can see silverware and chairs.• 
9 P1cture 1s clearer now - I see the ladles have 
black hair. 11 
"Sbape of 'PQwl Has changed .. '1 
"Family is now eating the p1e." 
"One animal has come closer." 
"Picture does not stay long a~ough for me to 
describe." 
T~1e experiences 1n the st11D\111 sentences were fairly commor: 
to tile cn1ld.l'en 1n this stuq. From the test, ( see Appendix B) 
percentages were de:r1ved and tabule.ted on the Data Sheet. 
(See AppendiX E.) The g1rls reported these experiences to be 
common to them at tne 91 per cent level and the boys at the 
92 per cent level. 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
SUMMARI AND CONCLUSIONS 
CifAP!'ER IV 
SUMMARX AND CONCLUSlOiiS 
iltle pur.Pose of tills. study we.s to analyze the nature of 
imagery 1n children at the third grade level; to discover 1ts 
relat1onsn1p to other measures or 1nd1v1dual differences, end 
to determine wnetner deta1lc~ questioning concerning the image 
affects response. A seconuary aim was to estimate the relia-
bility o~ an imager~ check list at tbls srade level. 
The 1magory measure (see AppendiX) used was the result ot 
work done by Carlton H. S1ngleton.l The measure was compose« 
of ttJO forms, A and B, cons1st.tng of ten parallel sentences 
end tl8V1~ lead questions to aid the child in giving a complete 
report-of his mental 1mage .. 
Defore the actual testing began, the nature or tbe exper1• 
ment was expls1ned and a concept of imagery establ1shedo 
Sample words and sentences were used to tam1l1ar1ze the cll1l-
dren w1 til t.tle type of material. 
~eating was done lnd1v1dually and each child's oral re-
sponses were recorded on the check llst by the examiner. 
An obJective method o~ scor.t.ng was decided upon. The 
questions on scope and clarity were scored 0, 1, 2. One point 
was glven for each kind of imagery other than visual. A tabu-
ic~rit~n 1-1. S1~leton. 0 Development of a lieasure ot 
Imagery." Incomplete Dissertation, Boston University. 
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lation was made of the number of memory and creative pictures; 
also the number of constant and changing p1ctures. In scor1:ng 
visual imagery, one point was g1van for every object, adJective 
and verbal or prepositional pl1rase tnat was descriptive. The 
total visual imagery score was d1v1ded by ten to fac1l1tate 
computation with ether imagery scozaes. An Imagery Recording 
Sheet was used for tabulat1ng and totalin& individual scores. 
A Hester Sheet,.tabulating all tbe figures tor consideration 
1n th1 s study, was compiled <I 
Just prlor to the 1mage:ry testing period, the Kuhlmann-
Anderson lntelltgence Test and tne Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, Elementary Battery, Form R had been administered to the 
~roup. ~he results or these tests wore secured ror comparative 
purposesQ 
The data obtained from th1s study was compiled to answer 
the rollow1ng questions which were posed tn Chapter I •. 
1. Does detailed questioning st1mulate response in tcst.t.ng 
ch1ldren' s imagery? 
. 
Tile pos1t1ve correlation eoeff1e1ent o~ .81 between 
tne two forms of tile test was htgb enoUgh to Justify the 
conclusion that difference 1n method d.1d not alter the 
results ot tne test. 
2. How reliable 1s an imagery check l1st at the third grade 
level? 
In ad41t1on to the eorrelat1on coefficient between 
the two forms, a split half correlation was secured. for 
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each form of the test with the follow!ng resUlts: 
Estimated rl 
Form A -- r -= • 61~7 .761 
Pom a - *' = .?809 -817 
!Phese results would seem to 1ncl1cate that tile check 
list used 1n this experiment was a f'a1rly rel.ta ble in-
strument. 
What differences exist in amount or imagery in ob.Ud!ten 
at the third grade level? 
A total range or imagery scores f~m o-189.2, with 
all variable kept as constant as possible, would Justit,v 
the conclusion that a widespread difference exists in the 
amotmt of imagera .tn children at the third grade level. 
4.. To what extent 1s 1mageey at the third grade level like 
1magery at the elGbth grade and the adUlt levels! 
No sig,n1f1oent difference was found between the third 
f5Jtade and the elghtn grade-.. ~he d1f'ference of 10.19 be-
tween the means of the third grade and 1Ute adults did. not 
q,u1:te reaeh slgn1f1cance at the 1 per- cent level. How-
ever • the 4ifterenoe is s1gn1f1cant at the 5 per cent level 
A conclusion •hat children are somewhat richer 1n 
1magery than adults would seem to be Justified. 
5· What are the relat1onsh1ps between imagerf and oarta1n 
other measures of' 1n41v14ual d1tterenoes? 
The correlations between total 1megery scores and 
other measures of 1nd1v14ual differences: 
lcor.rected. bf Spearman-Brown .Prophecy Formula, loc. ca,t .. 
Garret-t .. u .. '391. 
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1-:,-
Mental Age .. 48 
Ree41ng Comprehension ,.10 
Reading Vooabula•v .28 
spell1ns .oa 
Language .• 36 
These tlb~res showed some correlation between imagery 
and mental age"' There was a sl1gbt CO%'.ztelat1on between 
.1magery and l~ ability. 'lhere was no correlation 
between 1mage.r-y ana. spelling. or reading._ 
lt seems reasonable to conclude that th1s 1s not a 
measure ot 1ntell1gence, not a reading nor a spel~1Dg 
test, not a language ab111ty aco.l'e but a pure measure or 
some on1l<l eharacter1st1o. 
6. Is imqery 1n chUdl'en largely 1nlme;1nat.lve or assoc1at1on-
el1 
Imagery 1n oh1ldren at the third arade level, as 
Judged bf this sample, is lal"gely assooJ.at1onal.. Howeve:. ,. 
oreat1ve imager; 18 dettnitely a obild Cbaraote~1st1c 
which mar well deserve further study. 
1· What per oent ot ch1ldren1 s imagerr is oonstan~? 
~he high percentases ot 94 per cent for the g.b-l.s 
and 93 per cent toa;- the boys would seem to 1nd1cate that 
oh.Udl"en' s 1mpl"J' is constant~ The tew instances of 
ohange ooctUTed mostly 1n cxaeat1ve pictures. .t:t would 
seem tbe.t the factor of f'amU1arit;v ln memory picture.s 
helped to hold them toaetber and keep them constant. 
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~o what extent are the eltpe1"1ences 1n the st1mul1 sen-
tences common to the children 1n 'this etuciy? 
The exper1enoes 1n the stimuli sent~ces were common 
to the ch1ld~en in this study as 1nd1cet~d by a 97 per 
ce:nt reponed bJ t.be. girls and a 92 pe:r cent reported by 
the boJS• 
9· Hew does sex affect the amo~t. of !magery 111 ch1lclren? 
Wh1le the boys scored h~ghe~ than the g1~ls, the 
d1fterence was not sreat enousn to rule out the possib111t~ 
of chance v~1at1ons. In view of the small number of 
cases, this ma;v well have been a sempl1ng el"rOX"-; 
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QbserV(itj.ong 
,l. In several instances, children wl::lo scored low in 
image~y were younger chro:nol.ogicallT. Whis would . seem to indi-
cate that experience is an important taetor 1n 1magery.. It 
al.so beaJls Gut the f1nding' of this study that memory images a 
related to past experiences, are richer than creative images. 
a. Creative pictures were more apt to change as the;r 
l.acked the tam1liar aspect whioh helped.to nold the memory 
pictures eonstant, 
3. Wh.Ough this study did not emphasize colo:r in imageey, 
1t was noted that the majority of children saw color in all o'£ 
their .1magery.p1otures. 
4. One ch1ld saw n• pictures throu(£h the ent:lre test1llg 
period. She was an average ah1ld who seemed to understand and 
be interested in the experiment.. However* in spite o:f concen-
trated etton, she could not- produce 1magery p1otures. 
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1. A stud.¥ to meaS'f.l're tbe relat1onsh.1p ot verbal fluency to 
1mae;e~y., 
a.. ~est these same children in a group situation and compare 
the results w1 th those of this test~ · 
;; • Repeat this e.xper.tment using a larger population. 
4(< A stuc11 to detel'm1M the 1ndlvidual qual1t1ee of both 
1mag1ne.t1ve and assoo1at1oDal J.magevy. 
5· An attempt to bu.114 a test to measure the degee to which 
senso!'; experiences, ·other than v 1su.el, are real1st1o to 
oh1ld.ren below the age ot ten years~ 
6.. Development of exercises to broaden word concepts and 
enr1ch creat1v1tJ tn children. 
1· A study to detemlne the full concept or wordS ztead, con-
side"lng both mult1-mean1D&e and bJteadth ot concept~ 
8. A stucty to show 1f bl'Oad vooabule~ concept em"'1ches 
.1m&geJ.7. 
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-Appendix A 
ST IM1JLl SEN,TE,NC:ES FOR IMAGEftX CJmCKL!S,_, 
Porm& 
l. 
2-
3· 
&J.. 
,_ 
6. 
7~ 
8. 
9· 
10. 
On the table was a bowl of crisp salt potato ch1ps. 
The good smell ot ~esn•baked bread filled the air. 
The chllu•s tower o~ blocks ~ell down~ 
The boy walked barefoot across the thick ereen rug. 
She stretched back in the cba1%J. 
Eating outside was the best part of the daJ. 
W1th a loud ~1ek the train flew past the crossing. 
The garden was filled w1th red roses. 
~be noon sun felt hot on his bare back. 
Slle ran until she thought her lungs woulu bUl"st. 
Fo~:m J 
1. The bowl was f1lled with crisp salt nuts .. 
2. The sweet smell or fresh apple p1e filled the room. 
3· The d1ehes fell to tbe floor. 
4. 'l'he boy was squ.eez1ng blue clay between h1s fingers. 
5. Sb.e bent over to touch her toes •. 
6. Eat~ tb.e p1cn1o lunch was the pan they liked beat* 
7. Making lots of noise the oar speeded past the street. 
8. ~e field was full ot purple violets. 
9· The boy shivered as he :rell into the cold water. 
10. She walked m1les until every muscle was exhausted-
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AppendiX B 
NAME ~-----------------------------------------
l• Did .vou. ever see a bowl of potato chips on a 
table? Xes I'lo 
2~ Have you ever smelled tres~baked bread or rolls? Xes No 
J., liave you bu1lt a tower of blocks and watched 1t 
topple over? Yes No 
4.; Di4 you ever walk bare toot on a · rus? Xes No 
5• Have you stretched back 1n a chair? X'es No 
6. Have you. ever eaten out of doors? ·Xes No 
1• !lave you. ever seen a. train fly past a crossing 
w1 th a loud shl'1ekt Xes No 
a. Have you seen a gal:'den :tilled w1th red rosest Xes No 
9. Did you ever teel the hot sun on your bare back? Xes No 
l.O,., .D1d you ever run so fast you thought yov luns;s 
would burst? Xes No 
1.. ltave NOU e,er seen nuts in a bowl or d1sb? 
a. Did you ever smell a fresh~baked apple p1e? 
3- Have you eveP seen or heard dishes fall on the 
floor? 
4~ Have you ever squeezed cltq ln JOur" fingers? 
5.. Have you bent over and tr1e4 to touch your toes? 
6. Have ¥OU ever been on a p1cn1o7 
Xes No 
Xes No 
xes No 
Xes No 
Xes No 
Xes No 
?.. Have aou ever heard a car speeding down the street? Yes No 
8. liave you ever seen a field. of p~ple violets? Xes llJC 
9. Did you ever taU cr Jump into cold water-? Yes No 
10~ Have you e~er walked so far that all your muscles 
were t1red7 Xes No 
Dear 
Undehood School 
101 Vernon street 
~Iewton 58, i'laas * 
I~ovember 12,. l9S2 
· We are pla~ to attempt an exper1rnent, at tbe third 
gra<le level, 1n one pbase o:f readings namely imagery. This 
study has the approval of the Newton Sehool Department and w111 
be conducted by Mrs .. Rel.en Miller,. e. former Newton teacher, 
who is p~esentll a &~4uate student at the Boston University 
scnool of Education · . 
The experiment co~sists o:f testing the children 1nd1v1d• 
Ufll.ly using twenty st.lmul1 sentences, This will take approx1• 
mately five m1nu.tes per d$1, per child fo~ about one month-.~ 
sucn an activity is a language exper1enoe trom which each 
child should be~f'it. 
We should like your cooperation 1n this proJect, however, 
1t you do not w1sb aou~ Cb1ld to participate 1n the stuay, 
kindly .notifY me before November seventeenth .. 
Sitlcerely, 
l do not w1sh my son1. daUghter to part1o1pata 1n this 
study •. 
s1sned-·.·----~~--~-------­Parent 
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IMAGERY RECORDING SHEET 
Na!Ileo o o o o a o o o o o o o o o o o o oo o a o o o o o o o o o o. o o o o a o o o o. o o o o o o o o o aGrade.e o o o a a oSexo o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
-S~hool o o o o o o • o o o o 1.,., " • o o .·., o o • o •• -o o • o o o o • o • o o o o ., •••• o o •• c. o •• o • Town •••• o •• -. o • ., • o o o ., • o o. o o • 
• • o o. o o oMoAo o o. o o o o. o •• o ... o o. Testa o o o o o o o __.,Examiner o o •••••••••••••••••• o •••••• ., o o ., •• ., ., C oA ••• 
FORM •••••••• 
Sentence # l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO Total l Visual 
j_..sc.ope. -
. - -- ·-~1----~----t----i----; 
Ot.hA-r> Tm 
- --- -- --~--·---1-----t 
Tota~l~~~------L-----L----~-----~----~----~----~-------:----~~--~~----
FORM ........ o 
Sentence # l 2 )_\ 4 5 6 ]_ 8 9 lO Total 
~::1 -· ···---- ... - .. --·--· 
_Glar_i_ty_ 
·- ---
~ .......... ... 
" ~~-- ---- -·-- r~ 
Other .Im., 
.. -·--..... 
Total 
·····-···-·-- ---- ··-·-··' -·- ' .. , .. ·--.. 
.. ·~- .. -w 
-- ·-·---
• !-- ........ 
) 
l_ 
--=-=-=- -
BOYS DATA SHEET OF THIRTY THIRD GRADE PUPILS 
INAGERY MEMORY CREATIVE CONSTANCY EXPERIENCE READING LANGUAGE SPELLING C. A. M.A. 
No. pj ctures & Scores No.Pictures & Scores Per Cents R.A. and Raw Score L.ang.A. & Spell.A.& 
No. Form A Form B Total Form A Form B Total Form A rForm B Tot_~~ Total Per Cent Form A Form B Total Comp. Vocab. Raw Score Raw Score 
1 100.6 86.6 189.2 6-6J.? 4-39.4 10-103.1 4-)6.9 6-49.2 10-86.1 100 80 100 90 2-7-129 3-4-149 2-8-142 2-3-123 9-10 9-S 
2 96.4 85.1 185.5 9-87.6 8-69.8 17-157.4 1- 8.8 2-15 • .3 3-24.1 100 100 100 100 4-.5-168 4-8-174 .5-1-180 3-0-138 8-7 9-1 
3 81 .. 9 90.3 1'72. 2 10-81.9 10-90.3 20-172.2 0 0 0 100 100 100 100 4-0-159 J-9-157 4-5-170 2-8-135 8-3 8-8 
4 77.1 77.9 1.50.0 5-39.6 S-39·5 10- 79.1 5-37.5 5-J8.4 lQ-?5.~ 100 100 100 l.OO 4-6-170 4-9-176 5-0-177 3-5-150 8-0 8-8 
5 8J.6 68.0 151.0 10-83.6 8-60.0 1.8- 79.1 0 1- 8.0 l- 8.0 79 100 100 100 2-9-133 J-6-152 2-9-143 1-9-114 8-4 8-9 
6 _24. 3 72..2. 146.5 8-67.2 8-62.8 16-130.0 1- 7.1 2- 9.4 3-16. li 100 100 100 100 1-1-140 3-5-150 4-6-172 J-6-153 8-3 9-1 
7 72.8 71.0 14).8 9-72.8 9-71.0 18-143.8 0 0 0 100 100 100 100 4-6-170 4-2-165 ·5-4-183 J-8-1.5~ 8-10 8-7 
8 50.2 64.4 114.6 2-14.0 7-.54.6 9- 68.6 6-)6.2 2- 9.8 8-46.C 94 100 100 100 2-8-131 2-9-136 2-0-122 2-1-119 8-6 8-9 
9 51.) .50.9 102.2 4-22.4 2- 9-0 ,_ 31.4 6-28.9 8-41.9 14-?0.S 9.5 90 90 90 2-7-129 1-6-10A~ 2-2-128 2-5-127 8-8 8-J 
10 47.8 52.5 100.J 2-12.2 2-lJ. 2 1}- 2.5.4 7-J5.6 8-J9.J 1.5-74. s 100 100 100 100 3-4-146 2-2-117 3-3-149 2-8-13.5 9-2 9-1 
11 64.8 4,5.4 100.2 9-60.) 7-40.9 16-101.2 1':'" 4.5 1- 4 • .5 2- 9.( 94 90 100 95 2-9-133 2-7-129 3-1-146 2-1-119 8-9 8-4 
12 50.5 47.3 97.8 5-2.7 .o 3-12.4 e- 39.4 4-21.1 17-14 .. 9 11-58.~ 42 5o ?0 60 4-6-17- s-4-18lt- 4-1-165 _3-4-147 7-11 8-1 
lJ 40.6 51.1 91.7 1- 5.8 4-2.5.2 .5- Jl.O 6-34.8 5-2.5. 9 11-60.7 86 60 90 75 4-J-16.5- 5-6-18b .5-2-186 4-2-179 8-7 8-11 
14 42.2 J7.J 79·5 0 1- 3·2 1- ).2 JD-42.2 9-J4.1 19-76.i 9.5 100 100 100 J-0-137 2-.5-125 2-.5-13.5· 2-1-119 8-2 8-10 
15 )8.5 4.0.6 79.1 J-14.4 2-14.1 5- 28 • .5 3-24.1 4-26 • .5 7-50. 92 100 50 75 J-8-1.57 J-1-141 3-J-149 2-.5-127 8-.5 9-0 
16 35.8 J1.8 67.6 6-22.) .5-16. 3 11- )8.6 4-13 • .5 4-15 • .5 8-29. c 100 70 100 85 5-1-179 6-2-19.5 6-1-194 3-9-1.58 8-0 8-J 
17 J.S 22.3 25.8 0 0 0 2- 3-5 6-22.) 8-25.€ 100 100 100 100 2-8-1)1 2-7-125 2-8-142 2-.5-217 8-10 8-2 
18 0 5.1 5.1 0 1- 5.1 1- '5.1 0 0 0 100 80 90 85 3-2-142 2-9-116 2-8-142 2-1-119 7-11 8-5 
'.Pot. 200J.l 17.5- 130- 93 . 
123?.1 711.7 
I ~ . 
I 
I 
- 11 
G.IHLS DA'l'A SHEET OF TBUflY TfiiBD GRADE PUPILS (continued) 
CONSTANCY 
No. rlcturas & Seores No.Pictures & Scores 
NO . For l Form B ~otal Form A Ferra B Total Form A Form B Total 
Total 
Per Cent 
1 
2 
) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
~ot . 
94.8 
85.1 
6? . ") 
t>4.J 
61. 9 
8 .1 
l • 
24. 9 
21. 0 
14.1 
0 
0 
181. 2 10-94. 8 
167 .. ,; lo-8,5 . 1 
129. 0 6-44 • .5 
. 122. 9 8-51. 6 
1,07 .. 5 9-61. 9 
0 .. 4 2- 8 . 1 
.o 2- 14. 
4J . l 2- ? . l 
42. 5 J-21. . 0 
19. 7 2- 9·7 
6 . 8 0 
0 0 
916 .6 
lo-86 . 4 2G-181 . 2 0 0 0 
lG-82. 4 2Q-l67 . 5 0 0 0 
,)-2l. . ,5 9- 66 . 0 4.22.8 6-40. 2 10..6) . 0 
7-40. 4 15- 92. 0 2-12. 7 3-18 . 2 5-)0.9 
8-45.6 1?-10? . 5 0 0 0 
4-1 • . 6- 26.0 0 -24.4 -24.4 
l- o . ( J- 21. 1 0 . 2~. 9 2 • 
2- 9.0 4- 16. 1 5-17.8 2- 9.2 7-27. 
2-14. 9 5- J5 . 9 0 1- 6 . 6 1- 6. 
1- 4.9 J- 14.6 1- 4. 4 1- .? 2- s. 
0 0 0 1- 6.8 1- 6. 
0 0 0 0 0 
102-?27 .9 
80 
80 
80 
100 
100 
0 
100 
100 
100 
80 
70 
0 
90 
90 
10 
100 
100 
100 
100 
90 
100 
ao 
100 
0 
7-10 
7-ll 
8-J 
a-a 
8-1 
-10 
M. A. 
8-.5 
8-l 
8-10 
8-11 
9- 5 
8-1 
8-3 
9-0 
9-1 
7-10 
8-11 
8-0 
Appendix F 
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FORM A 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
These exercises are to help us find out what happens when people read. 
Some people tell us that they see pictures when they read. Other people 
a r e n 1 t s u r e w h e t h e r t h e y s e e p I c t u r e s o r n o t a n d s t i I I .o t h e r s t e I I u s t h a t 
they never see pictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don•t know whether 
people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway those that do see pict-
ures see so many different pictures that we•re sure they must all be right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly as you can. 
Listen to your teacher and she will help you on the first one. Write your 
name on the line below and anything else your teacher asks you to write • 
. '\1 AM E. o ••• o o ••• o •• o • " ••••• o o ••••••• o ••• 0' • e ••••••••••• o ..... o ••••••• o 
SCHOOL •••••••••• ~ •• o. e. Q ••••••••• o o ••• GRADE. o. o •• o •• o ••• " •••••• o. 
BOY OR GIRL.ooooooooooeoooooooooooo•oooAGEqoooo-ooveoooooooo•oooooe 
SAMPLE 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
( 2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ' ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( ); Other ( ). 
Short ( ); Long_ ( ); Medium ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ); Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants( ); Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( ); ~c '<s ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------------------------------------------------
5. Check the words below that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can't tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board ( ), Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? How high? 
---------- -------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
----------------------------------------------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( ) Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees ( ) Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys ( ) 
Woods ( ) Sui I dings ( ) Street ( ) Stones ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that you see in your picture. Yellow ( ), Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ), Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
Is the place that you see a place you know the minute .you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ), Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ) 
Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
SENTENCE I 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ), No ( ) • 
. 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bowl ( ); The bowl and a table { ), A whole picture with a 
bowl and a table in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ) .. In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a living room ( ); 
In some other room ( ) • 
4. Check the words below that describe the bowl that you see. 
Material Can 1 t tell ( ); Wood ( }, Glass ( ); China ( ) , Other 
-------------------
Size-Shape Can• t te II ( ); Round ( ); Oval ( ), Square ( ), Other 
Shallow ( ); Deep ( ). --------
What color? Pattern? 
-------------------- ------------------------------
Contents Can•t tell ( }; Piled high ( }; Level with the bowl ( ); Few ( ), Other 
-------------
5. Check the wqrds below that describe the table you see. See no table ( ); 
Material Carlt tell ( }; Mahogany ( }; Maple ( }; Oak ( ), Plein wood ( ), Iron ( ); 
Type Can•t tell ( ); Modern ( ), End table ( ); Drum table ( ); Coffee table ( ); Kitchen ( ). 
6. Check below any objects you see in your picture . 
Ash tray ( ) Couch ( ) Sandwiches ( ) Other objects 
Candy ( ) Curtains ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Cheese popcorn ( ) Flowers { ) Tablecover ( ) 
Children ( ) Large chairs ( ~ TV set ( ) 
Cigarettes ( ) People ( ) Radio ( ) 
Coffee cups ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yelk:,w ( ), Orange ( ); Red ( Y, Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Mahogany ( ); Maple ( ); Black ( }; White ( }. 
8. Is the bowl that you see a bowl that you know? Yes ( ); No ( }. 
9. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your p !cture: Clear (};Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ), Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
~ anything ( }; Tasting anyth ; 1g ( ). 
12. Is your picture now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ), No ( ). 
(({ 
~ 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this se.ntence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
. 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bread ( ).: The bread on a table or shelf ( ); A whole picture 
with bread in it ( ); See a picture but none of these ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ), In a kitchen { ); In a dining room ( ); 
In a living room ( ): In a bakery ( ); Other 
-------
4. Check the words below that describe the bread you see. 
Kind Can•t tell ( ); Biscuits ( ); Black pumpernickel ( ), Rye ( ); White loaves ( ); Other ___ _ 
Description Can 1 t tell ( ); Light brown ( ); Burned ( ); Sliced ( ); Dark { ); Other 
-------
5. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Apron ( ) Butter ( ) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window ( ) 
Bakery ( ) Cabinets ( ) Fireplace ( ) Platter ( ) 
Black stove ( ) Cook ( ) Farmhouse ( ) Refrigerator( ) Other objects 
Bui !dings ( ) Children ( ) Oven rack ( ) Sink ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) Curtains ( ) Oven door ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Bread pans ( ) De I i very truck ( ) Outdoor fireplace ( ) Table ( ) 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ) .. Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
7. Is the scene that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ), Blurred ( ). 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ).r Hearing 
anything ( ), Tasting anything ( ). 
10. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 3 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
. . 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the blocks ( ); The blocks and the floor ( ); A whole picture with 
blocks and other things in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( }; Living room ( ); Bedroom ( ); 
Playroom ( ); Back yard ( ); Schoolroom ( }; Other 
-----
4. Check the words be low that describe the blocks as you see them. 
Material Can•t tell ( ); Rubber ( ); Wood ( ); Plastic ( ); Ivory ( ); Other 
-------
Size-Shape Can•t tell ( ); Square ( ); Oblong ( ); Varied shapes ( ); Other 
Large ( ); Small ( ). -------
How many? 
-------
5. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Floor Wood ( ); Linoleum ( ); Tile ( ); Rug ( ); Can•t tell ( ); ) Other 
---------
Objects None ( ); Stuffed animals ( ); Trucks ( ); Bookcase ( ); Toy chest ( ); Dog ( ); 
Other objects? 
------------------------------------
6. Do you see people in your room? Tell about them 
---------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your room? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ) ,: Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Do you know the things you see in your picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Do you know the place you see in your picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 4 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a rug ( ); A whole room with 
a boy and a rug in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ), In a living room ( ), In a bedroom ( ); In a kitchen ( ); 
In a dining room ( ); Outdoors ( ); Some other room ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 2 ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); Other----
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Dark ( ), Brown ( }; Red ( ); Other 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Curly ( ); Straight ( ), ----
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shorts ( ); Pajamas ( ); Robe ( ), Shirt ( ); Pants rolled up ( ); 
Other 
5. What kind of rug did you see? Can't tell ( ); Broadloom ( ); Green plaid ( ); Green figured ( ); 
Scatter ( ), Other 
--------------------
~. What other objects did you see in your picture? 
I -----------------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( )· Ton ( ); Block ( ); White ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ), Clear in ports and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the some picture you sow at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Do you know the boy that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 5 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); The person and a chair ( ); A whole scene- with 
a person and a chair in it (- ). ' • 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( )_; Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room ( ); 
In a bedroom ( ); In an office ( ); In a schoolroom ( ), In a garden ( ); Other 
-------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 { ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ), Dark ( ); Black ( ); Long ( ); Short ( ); 
Straight ( ), Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
------
Clothes Can't tell ( L Pajamas ( ); Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House dress ( ); Other 
5. What kind of chair do you see? Can't tell ( ), Overstuffed chair ( ); Office chair ( ); 
Straightc hair ( ); Sofa ( ); Rocking chair ( ); Deck chair ( ), Lawn chair ( ); Other 
-----
6. What other objects do you see in your picture? 
---------------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ), Brown { ), Tan ( ); White ( ), Black ( ). 
8. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was dc..ing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Do you know the person you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 6 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( }, The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it ( ); See a pic'ture but 'none of these ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); Back yard ( ), On a boat ( ); Coffee shop ( ); Hillside ( ); 
Wooded grove ( ); Meadow ( ); Bank of a stream ( ); Other ( }. 
4. What time of year is it? Can•t tell ( }; Spring ( ); Summer ( }; Fall ( ); Winter ( ). 
5. What time of day is it? Can•t tell ( ); Morning ( }; Noon ( }; Afternoon ( }; Evening ( }; Night· ( ). 
6. What food do you see? Can•t tell ( ); 
Hot dogs ( } Sandwiches ( ) 
Hamburgers ( ) Potato Chips ( } 
Chicken ( ) Sweet Corn ( ) 
Steak ( ) Popcorn ( ) 
Ham ( ) 
What other foods do you see? 
Candy ( ) 
Ice Cream ( ) 
Pie ( ) 
Cake ( ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
------------------------------------------------------
7. What people do you see in your picture? 
--------------------------------------------
8. Check the objects below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( ) Charcoal Stove ( ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees ( ) 
Ashcan ( ) Cigarettes ( ) Farmer ( ) Napkins ( ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( ) Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( ) 
Brook ( ) Flowers ( ) Green Lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair ( ) Fish Lines ( ) Lake ( ~ Table ( ) 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ) Orange ( ); Red ( }; Purple ( }; Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( }; White ( ). 
10. Is this a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( }; No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( }; Tasting 
anything ( ), Hearing anything ( ). 
12. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( ) Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ) , Blurred ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
I( '2. In your picture do you see: Just the train. ( ), The train and the crossing ( ); A whole scene 
~ with a train and a crossing in )t ( ): 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the tr111in as you see it. 
Steam ( ) Number of cars Other description 
Diesel ( ) 
Electric ( ) 
Passenger ( ) 
Freight ( ) 
Color of train 
-----
----------------
5. Check any words below that describe the track and crossing that you see. 
Grade crossing ( ) 
Bridge crossing ( ) 
Underground ( ) 
RR platform 
Switches 
( ) 
( ) 
Number of tracks? 
------
Other description? 
Watch tower ( ) 
Crossing gates ( ) 
Flashing red signal ( ) 
Red lantern on gate ( ) 
---------------------
RR shelter ( ) 
6. Check anything below that you see in your picture. 
Backyards ( ) Grass ( ) Houses ( ) Stars ( ) 
Bridge ( ) Fields ( ) Lamp posts ( ) Sun ( ) 
Brush ( ) FIat country ( ) Highway ( ) Moon ( ) 
Blue sky ( ) Flowers ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Trees ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hills ( ) Street ( ) Woods ( ) 
i ' . What people do you see in your picture? 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ), Orange ( ); Red ( ), Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ) , Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ), Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( L No ( ). 
((f 2. In your picture do you see: A rose or rose bush alone ( ); Roses in a garden or field ( ), A whole 
scene with roses in it( ). 
@ 
(~ 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ), In the city ( ); Other 
-------
4. Check anything below that describes the roses you see. 
Blooming ( ) Climbers ( ) Color? 
Bower ( ) F loribunda ( ) 
Bouquet ( ) Bush ( ) Other description? 
Single ( ) Shrub ( ) 
Tea type ( ) 
Primroses ( ) 
5. What time of day is it? Morning ( ); Noon ( ), Afternoon ( ), Evening ( ) ; Night ( ) ; Can't te II ( 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ), Winter ( ); Spring ( ), Summer ( ), Fall ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you see in your picture. 
Bees ( ) Gate ( ) Tree ( ) Bungalow ( ) He spital ( ) 
C I ippe-rs ( ) Grave I path ( ) Woods ( ) Cottage ( ) Mansion ( ) 
Curved path ( ) Fence ( ) Wall ( ) Garage ( ) Tool shed ( ) 
Dog ( ) Steps ( ) 
Gardener ( ) Stones ( ) Other Flowers? 
Grass ( ) Thorns ( ) 
Other objects? 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); White ( ); Black ( ); Pink ( ). 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts.and blurred in others ( ), Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ), Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
). 
SENTENCE 9 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
f1 'L In your picture do you see: Just the sun.( ), Just the boy ( ), The boy and some water ( ), The boy 
\\ and a beach or shore ( ); A w,hole stene with a boy in it ( ). 
\ 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); On a beach (· ); In a field ( ): On a road ( ), On a dock ( ), 
On a boardwalk ( ); In a desert ( ); Other 
------------------------
4. How many people do you see? 
-----------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? Check the words that apply. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ), About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ), Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ), Black ( ); Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( ); 
Curly ( ), Other 
--------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shirt ( ); No shirt ( ), Bathing trunks ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ), Shorts ( ); 
Overalls ( ); Dungarees ( ), Shoes ( ); No shoes ( ), 
Other description 
--------------------------
6. What is the person doing? 
-----------------------------------
~ • What other things do you see in your picture?---------------------------------
8. What cciors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ), Orange ( ), Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ), 
Green ( ), Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ), 
9. Is the person you see a person that you know? Yes ( ) , No ( ). 
Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( }; No ( }. 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( }; Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( }, Hearing anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( }. 
12. Did you feel heat when you read the sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( }; Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ), No ( ). 
SENTENCE 10 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
. . 
2. In your picture do you see: •Just a person ( ); A person and a road ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Other 
-------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( }; About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( }; Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); White ( ); 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other------------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Winter clothes .( ); Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ); Coat ( ); Dress ( ); 
Shoes ( ); Boots ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothes? 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ); 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( ); 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( j; Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------
9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ) • 
• 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
FORM B 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
These exercises are to help us find out what happens when people read • 
.:>Orne people tell us that they see pictures when they read. Other people 
aren't sure whether they see pictures or not and still others tell us that 
they never see pictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don't know whether 
people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway those that do see pict-
ures see so many different pictures that we're sure they must all be right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly as you can. 
Listen to your teacher and she will help you on the first one. Write your 
name.on the line below and anything else your teacher asks you to write. 
NAME ........................ o·····················••o••······•o•• 
SCHOOL: ...• o •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • GRADE .••..••..•...•.•..•• 
BOY OR GIRL .•.••.••••••••.•.•••.•. a •••• AGE •.••.•••••....••• o.o•oo 
49 
( 
SAMPLE 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just th~ boy ( ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( }; About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( }; About 15 ( }; About 20 ( }; 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ), Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( ); Other ( ) .• 
Short ( ); Long_ ( ); Medium ( }; Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ); Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants( ); Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( ); S,c '<s ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------------------------------------------------
5. Check the words below that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can't tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board ( ); Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? How high? 
---------- -------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
----------------------------------------------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( ) Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees ( ) Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys ( ) 
Woods ( ) Sui I dings ( ) Street ( ) Stones ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that you see in your picture. Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ), Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ), Green ( ); Brown ( ), Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ), 
Is the place that you see a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ), Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ), Smelling anything ( ), Hearing anything ( 
Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ), No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
SENTENCE I 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes{ ); No { ). 
({ .2. In your picture do you see: Just the how·l { .); The bowl on a table or shelf { ); A whole 
picture with a bowl in it ( ). 
l( 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell { ); In a kitchen { ); In a dining room { ); In a living room { ); 
Outdoors { ), Some other place { ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the bowl you see. 
Material Can't tell { ); Wood { ); Glass { ); Crockery { ); Other { ); 
Size-Shape Can't tell { ); Round { ); Oval { ); Square { ); Other ( ); 
Shallow { ); Deep { ); 
Contents Almonds { ); Cashews { ); Filberts { ); Brazi Is { ); Peanuts { ); Mixed { ); Pecans ( ), 
Salted { ); In the shell { ); Other description 
-------------------------------
5. Check any other objects you see in your picture. 
Ash tray { ) 
Candy { ) 
Cheese corn { ) 
Children { ) 
Cigarettes { ) 
Coffee cups { ) 
Couch { ) 
Curtains { ) 
Flowers ( ) 
Large chairs { 
People ( ) 
Sandwiches { ) 
Silverware 
Table cover 
TV set 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Other objects? 
-----
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow { ); Orange { ); Red { ); Purple { ), Blue { ); 
Green { ); Brown { ); White { ); 
7. How else would you describe your picture? 
-------------------------------------------
8. Is the bowl you see a bowl that you know? Yes { ); No { ). 
9. Was your picture· Clear { ); Clear in parts and blurred in others { ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sent.ence? Yes ( ); No ( ), 
(0 2. Did you see: Just a pie ( ); A pie on something ( ); A whole scene with a pie in it ( ); 
t'( 3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen ( ); 
In a living room ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a bakery ( ); Other ( ). ,, 
4. Check the words below that describe the pie you see. 
Light crust ( ) 
Crispy crust ( ) 
Deep dish ( ) 
Table Talk ( ) 
Top crust open laced ( ) 
One piece cut out ( ) 
V-shaped cuts in top ( ) 
Top crust puffed up ( ) 
Juice boiling out ( ) 
Steam rising ( ) 
Other 
-------------------------------
5. Check the things below that you see in your picture. 
Army tent 
Apron 
( ) 
( ) 
Bakery ( ) 
Black wood stove ( ) 
Black coal stove ( ) 
Brick Building ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) 
Pie tins 
Bond bakery 
( ) 
( ) 
Cabinets 
Cook 
Children 
) 
) 
( ) 
Curtains ( ) 
Delivery truck ( ) 
Flames ( ) 
Fireplace 
Farmhouse 
( ) 
( ) 
What else do you see in your picture? 
Maid ( ) 
Modern kitchen ( ) 
Old kitchen ( ) 
Oven rack 
Oven door 
Pantry 
Plate 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Platter ( ) 
Refrigerator ( ) 
Sink ( ) 
Silverware ( ) 
Table ( ) 
Window ( ) 
Wooden board ( ) 
-----------------------------------------------
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
:7. Is the place you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( L 
10. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); N-o ( ). 
~ 
SENTENCE 3 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ), 
. 2. In your picture do you see· Just the dishes (. ); The dishes and a floor ( ); A whole scene 
with dishes and a floor in it C ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( ); j ln a pantry ( ); 
In a living room ( ); Outdoors ( ), Somewhere else ( ), 
4. Check the words below that describe the dishes as you see them. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Glass ( ); China ( ); Crockery ( ); English bone china ( ); 
Willow-ware ( ); Other ( ); 
Kind Can't tell ( ); Plate ( ); Cup ( ); Saucer ( ); Tray of dishes ( ); Pieces of 
dishes ( ); Other ( ). 
What co lor were they? 
-------------------
How many? ___ __.;. __ _ 
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Apron ( ) Drain board ( ) Stove ( ) Other objects 
Boy ( ) Refrigerator ( ) Towel ( ) 
Busboy ( ) Sink ( ) Waitor ( ) 
Cabinets ( ) Children ( ) Waitress ( ) 
Dish pans( ) People ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Did you know the dishes you saw the minute you saw them? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
Did you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ), No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
), 
SENTENCE 4 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and the clay ( ); A whole scene with 
a boy and clay in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a bedroom ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
dining room ( ); In a playroom ( ); Other ( ); 
' 4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 2 ( ); About 5 ( ); About 7 ( ); About 10 ( ); Other ( ); 
Hair Can't tell ( }; Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ), Black ( ); Other ( ) 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Medium length ( }; Straight ( ); Curly ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants ( ); 
Short pants ( ), Shoes ( ); No shoes ( ); Barefoot ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? _____________________ _ 
5. Check the things below that describe the clay you see. 
Ball of clav ( ) 
Long thin cord ( ) 
Large I umps ( ) 
Modeling ( ) 
Multicolored ( ) 
Yellow ( ) 
Green 
Blue 
( ) 
( ) 
6. What other objects do you see in your picture? 
Brown ( ) 
Shape of clay? 
--------------
Position of clay? 
------------
-----------------------
7. Is the boy you see a boy that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
• 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ) • 
• 
• 
SENTENCE 5 
I. Do you see a picture as Y9U read this sentence? Yes { ); No { ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); A person and a floor ( ); A whole scene with a 
person and a floor in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
bedroom ( ); In an office { ); In a gymnasium ( ); Some other place ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Long ( ); Short ( ); 
Curly ( ); Straight ( ); Waved ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Pajamas ( ). Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House coat ( ); Slippers ( ); Shoes ( ); 
Other description 
----------------------------------------------------
5. What else do you see. in your picture? 
-------------------------------------------
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Purple ( ); Red ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
7. Did you know the person you saw the minute you saw her? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Did you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 6 
• Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( ); The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it ( ); See a picture but none of these ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell { ); Back yard { ); On a boat { ); Coffee shop { }; Hillside { }; 
Wooded grove ( }; Meadow { ); Bank of a streem { ); Other ( ). 
4. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Spring { ); Summer { )· Fall ( ); Winter ( ). 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( }; Morning { ); Noon { ); Afternoon { }; Evening { ); Night { ). 
6. What food do you see? Can't tell ( ); 
Hot dogs ( ) Sandwiches ( ) 
Hamburgers { ) Potato Chips { ) 
Chicken ( ) Sweet Corn ( ) 
Steak ( } Popcorn ( ) 
Ham ( } 
What other foods do you see? 
Candy ( ) 
Ice Cream ( ) 
Pie { ) 
Cake { ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
----------------------------------------------------
7. What people do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------------------
• Check the objects below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( } Charcoal Stove { ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees ( ) 
Ashcan { ) Cigarettes ( ) Farmer ( ) Napkins ( ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( ) Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( ) 
Brook ( ) Flowers ( ) Green Lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair ( ) Fish Lines ( ) Lake ( )-_ Table ( ) 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow { ); Orange { }; Red { ); Purple ( }; Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown { ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
10. Is this a place you know the minute you see it? Yes { }; No { ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( }; Tasting 
anything { ); Hearing anything ( ). 
12. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? Yes ( }; No ( ). 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( ) Clear in parts and blurred in others ( )·Blurred { ). 
4. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw dt first? ·Yes ( ' ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 7 
• Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the car ( ); The car and a street ( ), A whole picture with a car 
and a street in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ), In the country ( ); In the city ( ), Other 
------
4. Check the words below that describe the car as you see it. 
Coupe ( ) Open ( ) New ( ) Make? 
Convertible ( ) Closed ( ) Old ( ) 
Roadster ( ) Top Down ( ) Jalopy ( ) Year made 
Sedan ( ) Large ( ) 
Truck ( ) Small ( ) Color Speed 
5. How would you describe the street? 
. 
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Back yard ( ) Grass ( ) Houses ( ) Sun ( ) Other objects? 
Bridge ( ~ Fields ( ) Lamp posts ( ) Moon ( ) 
Brush ( ) Flat country ( ) Highway ( j Trees ( ) 
Blue sky ( ) Flowers ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Woods ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hills ( ) Stars ( ) 
7. Do you see people in your picture? Tell about them. 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ), Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ), 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Do you know the place that you see the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ), Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ). 
·2. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( }; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just violets ( }; Violets in a field ( }; A whole scene with violets 
and a fie I d in it ( } • 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( }; In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
----------------
4. Check the words below that describe the violets you see. 
Wild wood violets ( } Other description? Single ( ) 
Bouquet ( } 
Many ( ) 
African ( ) 
Sparse ( ) 
Clumps ( ) 
Many bluettes ( ) ----------
Blanket of ( ) 
5. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( }; Summer ( }; Fall ( }; Winter ( ); Spring ( ). 
6. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( }; Morning ( }; Noon { ); Afternoon { }; Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you saw in your picture. 
Bee ( } 
Brook ( ) 
Cow } } 
Curved path ( ) 
Grass ( ) 
Gate ( } 
Gravel path ( } 
Fence { ) 
Hay ( ) 
Steps ( } 
Stones ( ) Other objects? 
Trees ( ) 
Woods { ) 
Wall ( } 
------------------------
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( }; Orange { }; Red ( }; Purple ( ); Blue ( }; 
Green { ); Brown { ), Black ( }; White ( ). 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is your picture: Clear ( }; Clear in parts and blurred in others { }; Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( }; Smelling anything ( }; Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Do you see the same picture now that you saw at first? Yes { ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 9 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No { ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ), The person and water ( }; A whole scene with 
a person and water in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( }; At the beach ( ), At a pond ( ); At a lake ( )..; At a 
11 swimming-hole 11 ( ); At a skating pond or lake ( ); Other ( ). 
4. Do you see people? Tell about them 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? 
Age Can•t tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ), About 20 ( ); Other-----
Hair Can 1t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); Short ( ); long ( ); 
Straight ( ); Curly ( ); 
Clothes Can•t tell ( ); Trunl:s ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); 
No clothes ( ); Other 
----------------------------------------------------------------
How else would you describe the person? 
-------------------------------------------------------
• What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
----------------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red { ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green { ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the person in your picture a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything { ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel a shiver as you read the sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
j2. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred. in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
13. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( } No ( ) • 
• Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 10 
I. Do you see a picture as you read' this sentence? Yes ( }; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just a person ( ); A person and a road ( ), A whole scene with 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( }; Other 
-------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can 1 t tell ( ) .. About 5 ( }, About 10 ( ), About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( }, Other ( ). 
Hair Can•t tell ( )i Blond ( }, Dark ( ); Brown ( }; Black ( ); Red ( ), White ( }; 
Short ( ); Long ( }, Straight ( }; Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
-------------------------
Clothes Can•t tell ( ); Winter clothes ( }; Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ) : Coat ( ); Dress ( ), 
Shoes ( ); Boots ( ); Hat ( }; No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothes? 
5. What time of day is it? Can•t tell ( ): Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( )_; Night ( }; 
6. What time of year is it? Can•t tell ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( }.: Spring ( ), 
7. Whaf colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ), Purple ( }; Blue ( }, 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( }; White ( }. 
8. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------
9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( }; No ( ). 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ), Tasting anything ( }; Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( }; No ( }. 
13. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( }; No ( }. 
